Now you can select from 21 superior varieties of

MAPLES
by Cole

For shade, hedges, gardens, street and highway planting, or other landscape uses

Here's your best source of Maples—twenty-one of the best varieties available in almost any size, shape, and ultimate height you want. Cole has them all in any quantity you need.

All Cole Maples are widely spaced in our 1000-acre nursery to allow plenty of room for top and root development. They're planted, fertilized, irrigated, root-pruned, dug and packed by the most advanced methods and mechanical equipment available. Depend on it—you'll get healthy, vigorous trees with the strongest roots grown.

Write for a copy of our free catalog, or ask us for a special quotation on your needs. Wholesale only, please.

THE COLE NURSERY CO.
Phone: A/C 614-474-7531
R. D. No. 1, Circleville, Ohio 43113

Originators of Plant Specialties Since 1881.

A COLUMNAR type maple with which Cole is well supplied, including the Columnar Red Maple.

ARMSTRONG RED MAPLE. Narrowest of the columnars, it matures at 35 to 40 feet.

COLUMNAR NORWAY. Ideal for use in narrow tree lawns. Matures at 35 to 40 feet.

SUGAR MAPLES. A long-lived, upright, spreading type. Matures at about 65 feet.

CLEVELAND NORWAY. A very vigorous, beautifully formed selection with rich color and thick foliage. This is a highly adaptable tree that is ideal for street planting. Grows to about 35 feet at maturity.
CUSHMAN TURF-TRUCKSTER
the one all-purpose grounds maintenance vehicle

USE IT AS A TRACTOR to pull gang mowers or other non self-propelled equipment. Big 9.50x8 traction-tread tires give plenty of traction without damaging turf. Six speeds forward through dual-range transmission and variable speed governor give proper speed and power for uneven terrain. Used on thousands of courses from coast to coast.

Write direct for free brochure.

CUSHMAN
1019 N. 21st St. Lincoln, Nebraska
USE IT AS A SMALL TRUCK for carrying personnel and equipment everywhere. Has governed top speed of 19 mph and 1,000 pound payload, for quick, inexpensive transportation within the park, golf course or cemetery, on the roads or cross country.

USE IT AS A SPRAY RIG with boom for spraying greens, without boom for large areas, or with hand sprayer for trees and shrubs. Entire spray rig lifts off easily when not in use. Sprayer attachment operates through optional power take-off. Power take-off can also be used for operating compressors, generators, etc. The most versatile vehicle in your toolshed!

MOTORS
A Division of Outboard Marine Corp.

For more information circle number 151 on card
stewart
commissaries
wouldn't make
thirty-five different kinds
of hot sandwiches if they
couldn't guarantee member
satisfaction

and insure
HIGHER PROFITS
LESS FOOD WASTE
SPEEDIER SERVICE
DEPENDABLE DELIVERY
LESS LABOR

Stewart Sandwich Service . . . the right
answer to almost any feeding problem
. . . almost anywhere. Served daily in
45,000 outlets from coast to coast.
SCHOOLS • GOLF CLUBS • POOLS •
HOSPITALS • TAVERNS • BOWLING
LANES • FOUNTAINS • DRIVE-INS •
VENDING MACHINES. FREE OVEN LOAN.

stewart sandwiches . . .
the best taste you ever toasted

stewart in-fra-red, inc.
P. O. BOX 207, FONTANA, WISCONSIN 53125
For more information circle number 270 on card

GRAFFIS SWING
continued from page 10

his headquarters to Country Club of Mi-
ami, PO Box 38-1058, Miami . . . Tom
Fitzgerald, veteran golf writer who
covers hockey in the winter, is president
of the National Hockey League Writers'
Assoc. . . . Series by Al Laney, N. Y.
World Journal Tribune, on "The Club
Pro; Golf's Strength" is a top job of
propaganda for the service pro . . . It
covers pros in the N. Y. section . . .
Laney writes that "behind the glamorous
figures who . . . are merely the showcase
golf . . ." is the "world of the so-
called home club pros who man the golf
shops at clubs everywhere, devote their
lives to serving their members as teachers,
friends and always as staunch defenders
of the best traditions of the game" . . .
"The roots of the great professional tour
is deep in the pro shops of the land . . .
" . . . Laney also makes the interesting ob-
servation "the advent of television has
shown us clearly that their (the club
pros') golf swings in some cases are
even better than the swings of tour pros."

Look for considerable changes in the
promotion of the PGA National Team
championship . . . The top purse event
was $40,755 of its operating expenses
and $275,000 prize money and Palm
Beach County and towns close to the
PGA course had to make up the deficit
after the PGA had paid plenty for last
December's event . . . PGA National
courses have been put in fine condition
by Supt. Bob McKinney and are getting
considerable play but they don't draw
galleries . . . PGA Senior's champi-
onship with Snead's 279 winning by nine
strokes drew only a few hundred spec-
tators; most of them other seniors and
some salesmen left over from the PGA
Merchandise show . . . Sam was putting
sharp with the peculiar method he got in
England . . . His approaching didn't
leave him many long putts.

Illness prevented Dick Tufts accepting
the Bob Jones award at the USGA an-
nual meeting . . . Dick's son Peter re-
continued on page 127
KNOW YOUR GOLF BALL A B C's

A The CUTLESS M-20 is an amazing breakthrough in golf ball manufacturing technology. Here is a range ball of solid state one piece construction, held to rigid USGA specifications. This ball is guaranteed not to cut, crack, or chunk throughout the entire life of the ball.

B Seventeen (17) comparative tests by an independent testing laboratory of the CUTLESS M-20 range ball, the No. 1 manufacturer's solid golf ball, and the No. 2 and No. 3 manufacturer's regular play balls, prove the CUTLESS M-20 range ball to be the best all-around ball made. Documented proof is available upon request.

C The CUTLESS M-20 range ball has beautiful feel, click, and distance. It can be supplied through your nearest driving range supply house or salesman. If he doesn't have a ready supply, contact: 

CUTLESS M-20, Box 806, Milan, Illinois 61264
and we shall put you in touch with our nearest distributor or salesman.

D The CUTLESS M-20 assures you of giving your customers a ball of the highest quality with a beautiful click, feel, and distance throughout its life. This ball comes in solid yellow, and can be personalized on orders of 100 dozen or more and also is available in a regular play ball. Of course the same guarantee applies.

E GOLFERS, have a good season and improve your game by practicing at your local golf practice area or golf driving range and take a lesson from your local golf professional.
How Good Are Your Tees?—Many of us recall the days when the teeing ground was a small raised square or rectangular flattened mound of clay. Nearby was a container of moist sand with which to form a small mound or a raised "tee" on which to place the ball, the better to strike it with a driver and to minimize contact between the clubhead and the dense hard-packed clay. Later there were rubber mats and fiber mats.

With the advent of the formed "tee" (wooden or plastic), teeing grounds gradually were enlarged and the clay modified with sand or softened with water to enable the golfer to press the manufactured tee into the soil without undue effort.

The first grass tees probably were merely sections of fairway that were mowed just a little shorter, without benefit of elevation for the golfer's advantage, real or fancied. Perhaps somewhere in recorded turf history we could learn (doubtful) when it was we started to build large elongated teeing grounds with soil improved so that, hopefully, we could have satisfactory grassed surfaces.

My experience with golf course tees begins in 1925 when I teed the ball on a mound of sand, played the second shot from grassed fairways that were mowed at least twice a year with a sickle-bar mower, and putted out on slightly-oiled sand smoothed to the cup with a section of 2-inch pipe with a handle. I mention this bit of personal history so that the present situation with teeing grounds can be brought into sharper focus. As a one-time 2-handicap golfer and Director of the U. S. G. A. Green Section there was intimate involvement with all manner and kinds of teeing grounds on an international basis.

Architects and Specifications—In the building of today's modern golf course nearly as much attention is devoted to the teeing grounds as to the putting greens. Size may swell to half an acre or more. Length may exceed 130 yards, longer than some 3-par holes. Shape may vary from square, through rectangular to semi-circular. All designs tend to affect in a subtle manner the play of the hole, depending upon the position of the markers in which there is wide choice.

The architectural design of teeing grounds would lose considerable stature were it not for the agronomic triumphs born of research and dogged "cut-and-try" practical efforts by superintendents. The best teeing grounds today are so good on some courses that one could, with a certain degree of imagination, play backwards, from green to tee, to a cup sunk in the near-perfect turf of the tees.

The Agronomic Side of It—Let us examine the major factors in the development of the near-perfect turf on tees.

1) Soil modification to promote rapid water absorption, excellent drainage, firm surface, ready penetration of artificial tee;

2) Improved turfgrasses identical with, or closely similar to, those used on putting greens. These include fine-leaf bermedagrasses, Meyer Zoysia, Penncross bent, Merion Kentucky bluegrass.

3) Adequate quantities of fertilizers that release nutrients closely in accordance with growth.
Nine out of ten of the nation's leading golf courses are using Buckner Sprinklers. Why? Because they know about the money, water and labor savings that are possible with a Buckner irrigation system. Buckner systems are designed for heavy duty, long lasting, low cost, low maintenance operation. Our sprinklers are engineered to provide the best effective coverage and penetration of water even in the tightest soil. Whether you use one of our underground or portable systems, you can be sure of eliminating parched areas and water waste. And our new 11 station 611-E automatic controller cuts scheduling to a simple, one-time 5 minute operation. For more facts you should know about the world's leading sprinkler systems, write for free catalog and name of nearest dealer.

Buckner INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O. BOX 232, FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93708
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WHIZARDS

Small International fleet handles all the

Palma Ceia Country Club observed its 50th anniversary at Tampa, Florida, last year. Its annual tournaments include the Florida Seniors and the Gasparilla Festival. Members are challenged by huge, ominous traps and by more than 500 trees—a dozen varieties ranging from banana and mock orange to holly and weeping willow. All fairways are underground irrigated and kept clipped to one-half inch. Superintendent Kelly Kee says, "My members insist on seeing that ball from tee to green." Palma Ceia is one of the most demanding, high-maintenance mowing jobs of any club in the country. That makes Mr. Kee an International man. All International.

EXACT FIT

Mr. Kee says this new 2424 Lo-Boy is sized just right for his operation, and foresees a time soon when two of them with the 3414 will handle all his maintenance. The IH fleet is expected to do all construction, too. This year, for instance, four greens will be torn out, reshaped and rebuilt in a major modernization program.
year round maintenance at demanding Palma Ceia Country Club

OLD FAITHFUL  This is one of two 5-year-old IH tractors which have carried the mowing load for five years—gang mowing fairways and flail mowing the rough. Mr. Kee says, "We haven't had a total of 3 days down time since we got them."

What about your course? Demanding? Your IH dealer has an exact fit for any golf course maintenance problem. Usually the best answer to be found. After all, he represents the most complete line of tractors and flail, rotary and cutter bar mowers in the industry. Talk to him soon about a demonstration. International Harvester Company, Chicago 60611.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
The people who bring you the machines that work
For more information circle number 122 on card

Mr. Kee has been in turf work for 43 years, supervises 15 men year-round at Palma Ceia. Of his 3414 loader tractor he says:

"We bought that one on competitive demonstration—looked at others just to make sure we weren't wrong sticking with International. And we weren't. The 3414 was tops. We use it for everything. It handles topsoil, pulls the aerator, gang mows, and serves as a scraper on our maintenance roads. We use it with a disc for rebuilding tees, pull out posts and stumps with a chain, and even carry sand a bucket at a time from a central pile to our bunkers. That way we avoid the compaction of a truck."

LOADER HUSTLES  The 3414 feeds a grinder with a stockpiled mixture of virgin topsoil and living organic matter. This is used for fairway topdressing. The pile generates heat up to 150° and must be turned every couple of weeks to keep it from burning itself out.
FRED GRAU  
continued from page 16

with the needs of the grass; that maintain slow, steady firm growth that is highly resistant to traffic injury; and that promote rapid healing of scars.

4) Sensible irrigation as needed to avoid soft rapid shallow-rooted growth and to promote firmness with deep rooting and resistance to diseases.

5) Close frequent mowing with clippings removed.

6) Chemical treatments for pests and diseases, applied as needed.

7) Topdressing as needed with weed-free material to maintain true surfaces.

8) Soil cultivation and thatching, as needed.

Here are some of the flagrant violations of good agronomic practices that I have come across:

1) Starvation. It is inconceivable that a club will spend good money to build and turf their tees, then fail to apply adequate nutrients. Some have said frankly, "We can't afford fertilizer for our tees." Yet, when annual bluegrass and other weeds become unacceptable, there is money to returf.

2) Overwatering. There is a quaint but prevalent notion that water doesn't cost anything—or not much. Water makes grass green—so let's use water. Saturated soil rots roots and favors Poa. Soil becomes baked so hard that more water is needed to soften. Merion gives way to Poa. Bermudagrass sickens and loses its body. Bentgrass can take it somewhat longer but they, too, let Poa in. I've seen soggy tee turf, mostly Poa, with perfectly beautiful weed-free turf at the ends and edges where—and this is true—"The sprinklers don't quite reach!"

We have the grasses, the fertilizers, water, the mechanical equipment and the know-how to produce near-perfect turf for teeing grounds. Need more be said?

Q.—At the G.C.S.A.A. Conference in Washington, D. C., we heard about "FLAMING" to facilitate thatch dis...